We introduce second-order vector representations of words, induced from nearest neighborhood topological features in pre-trained contextual word embeddings. We then analyze the effects of using second-order embeddings as input features in two deep natural language processing models, for named entity recognition and recognizing textual entailment, as well as a linear model for paraphrase recognition. Surprisingly, we find that nearest neighbor information alone is sufficient to capture most of the performance benefits derived from using pre-trained word embeddings. Furthermore, second-order embeddings are able to handle highly heterogeneous data better than first-order representations, though at the cost of some specificity. Additionally, augmenting contextual embeddings with second-order information further improves model performance in some cases. Due to variance in the random initializations of word embeddings, utilizing nearest neighbor features from multiple first-order embedding samples can also contribute to downstream performance gains. Finally, we identify intriguing characteristics of second-order embedding spaces for further research, including much higher density and different semantic interpretations of cosine similarity.
Introduction
Word embeddings are dense, low-dimensional vector representations of words that are commonly used as input features in a variety of natural language processing (NLP) tasks [1] . In contrast to symbolic one-hot or hierarchical clustering-based representations, real-valued embedding vectors easily reflect varying degrees of similarity between words, and significantly reduce sparsity in linear algebra operations. The most common methods for learning word embeddings take an unsupervised approach based on word cooccurrence, using fixed-width context windows within a large text corpus [2, 3, 4, 5] . Compressing this contextual information via neural language modeling gives representations that retain some semantic and syntactic properties of the target words [6, 7, 8] , and often lead to large performance gains when used as input features in downstream NLP systems [9, 10] .
There has been significant recent research on improving the utility of word embeddings as downstream features, by modifying the contextual information used in training [11, 12] , by augmenting the embeddings with additional data relevant to the target task [13, 14] , or both [15] . A number of other recent studies have approached embeddings from another angle, by trying to analyze exactly what is encoded in the space characterized by the embedded representations [16, 17, 18] . Since embeddings are usually initialized to random locations in the target d-dimensional space, and then trained based on position relative to observed context words, values of individual features are notoriously difficult to interpret. However, a recent study by Linzen [19] illustrated that in some semantic tasks, what matters most is neighborhood structure in the embedding space. Thus, while absolute position is clearly informative, we hypothesize that the relative position of words encodes the most critical information for downstream tasks.
In this work, we present a novel method for deriving second-order word representations from the nearest neighborhood topology of pre-trained word embeddings, and analyze the results of using these representations in downstream NLP applications. In particular, we propose a two-step process of using inducing a k-nearest neighbor graph from pre-trained embeddings, 1 where each node is a word, and then using recent methods for unsupervised graph embeddings to re-learn word representations from this graph. We explore using these second-order embeddings in proven models for three downstream tasks: named entity recognition, textual entailment, and paraphrase recognition. We find that replacing first-order contextual embeddings with second-order embeddings as input features yields almost equivalent performance to the original word embeddings, and actually increases recall in some cases. Furthermore, we show that augmenting first-order embeddings with second-order information can improve performance when used in non-linear models, especially on heterogeneous data, although the additional information confuses linear models. Finally, we analyze the changes in the nearest neighborhoods of selected terms between first-order and second-order embeddings, and find that the second-order space is significantly denser than the original contextual embedding space.
Related Work

Alternate features for training embeddings
Recent research on improving word embedding performance in downstream tasks has explored a number of different directions. Levy and Goldberg [11] utilized syntactic dependencies as context, and found improved functional similarity and decreased topical sensitivity. Morphological information about target and context words has also been incorporated to improve language model robustness in a number of studies, both at the word level [20, 21, 22 ] and implicitly at the character level [23] . Additionally, multilingual data has been extensively investigated for improving language models: Upadhyay et al. [24] review several recent methods with multilingual corpora, while Faruqui and Dyer [25] and Lu et al. [26] used canonical correlation analysis to learn cross-lingual embeddings. Recently, Vulić [15] combined multilingual corpora with syntactic dependencies in embedding training, and observed improvements in both monolingual and cross-lingual tasks.
There has also been significant interest in augmenting contextual embedding learning with information critical to specific downstream tasks. Faruqui et al. [13] , Mrksić et al. [27] , and Kim et al. [14] enrich pre-trained embeddings with semantic knowledge via lexical constraints. Tsvetkov et al. [28] find benefits from tailoring the learning curriculum or embedding training to specific downstream tasks, and Rothe et al. [29] project pre-trained embeddings into task-specific subspaces. Finally, Yatbaz et al. [30] use second-order contexts in the form of possible lexical substitutions for word representations; Melamud et al. [31, 32, 10] adapt this approach for embedding learning, by using lexical substitutions to incorporate the joint contexts of two words and extend contextual information in training.
Absolute positioning in the embedding space
There has also been significant research investment in analyzing and interpreting neural models for NLP, and word embeddings in particular. Several studies have found correlations between individual dimensions in a sample embedding set and semantic groupings [16, 33] , as well as with predictive outcomes [17, 18] . However, in line with the random initializations used in most embedding training, correlations of specific features vary between studies, and direct interpretability remains elusive.
Additionally, Li et al. [34] demonstrated sensitivity of neural NLP models to noise in the input space, and present regularization methods for compositional models to more robustly handle perturbations in input. Several studies have also shown wide variability in the reliability of semantic and syntactic information as encoded linearly in the vector space [35, 36, 37] . Linzen [19] illustrated that many of the successes on similar tasks have relied more on nearest neighborhood structure than consistent affine transformations. Example induction of a 3-nearest neighbor graph over an embedded vocabulary, using Euclidean distance. Note that some components may not be accessible from other components, e.g., concrete is inaccessible from any other vertex. We present a method to generate second-order word embeddings from the nearest neighborhood structure calculated over a pre-trained embedding vocabulary. Given a set of pre-trained word embeddings V , let N N k v denote the k nearest neighbors of each word v ∈ V , as calculated by cosine similarity. We then use these k nearest neighbor sets to induce a graph G V over the vocabulary, where each word v is a vertex, and the directed edge (v, w) is added for each w ∈ N N k v . 2 An example induction is shown in Figure 1 . Finally, we use node2vec [38] , a recent method for learning unsupervised embeddings of graphs nodes based on weighted random walks, to learn second-order embeddings for each word in the vocabulary. This yields a new embedding for each word, based solely on nearest neighbor topological features from the first-order embedding space.
As most unsupervised embedding methods use a random initialization, the nearest neighborhood structures may vary between multiple embedding sets; Table 1 shows empirical observations from three embedding samples trained with skip-gram on English Gigaword 5 [39] . However, our graph induction step can be adjusted to accommodate multiple samples of nearest neighborhoods for each word, to make it more robust to random initializations. With sample embedding sets V, we can calculate the nearest neighborhood N N k v,i for each word v in each sample i. The weighted edges in G originating at v are then defined as
where w is an element of ∪ i N N k v,i , and f (v, w; i) is an indicator function that returns 1 if w ∈ N N k v,i and 0 otherwise. While both the graph induction and second embedding steps increase the hyperparameters to consider in the model, the ability to generate a weighted multi-sample nearest neighborhood graph allows for including first-order embeddings trained with a variety of hyperparameter settings. 
Experiments
In order to explore the properties of second-order embeddings, we apply them as input features to proven algorithms for three tasks: named entity recognition (NER), recognizing textual entailment, and paraphrase recognition. For all three tasks, we use existing methods that use word embeddings as input features; for the first two tasks, we use deep and highly non-linear neural models, while the model for paraphrase recognition is a simple logistic regression. Finally, we compare the nearest neighborhood structure of first-order and second-order embeddings.
To control for corpus and hyperparameter effects in the different tasks, we use the same sets of embeddings in all applications. Our initial word embeddings are trained on Gigaword; following Lample et al. [40] , we remove the New York Times and LA Times portions of the corpus, and train skip-gram embeddings with word2vec [4] for 10 iterations, with vector dimensionality of 100, window size of 8, and minimum word frequency of 4. To induce the nearest neighbor graph, we choose k = 10, and then train second-order embeddings with node2vec, again using an embedding size of 100; all other settings are node2vec defaults. We also experiment with using three samples in the graph induction step, as well as varying the neighborhood size k to k ∈ {5, 25}.
Named entity recognition
We first evaluate our embeddings on the English NER data from the well-studied CoNLL 2003 shared task [41] . The goal of the task is to take as input unannotated documents and tag within them mentions of persons (PER), locations (LOC), organizations (ORG), or other entities that do not fit in any of these three categories (MISC).
We adopt the NER system of Lample et al. [40] , which is based on a bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) network with a conditional random field (CRF) over the output layer. 3 They use character embeddings, learned during training, in addition to pre-initialized word embeddings; for our experiments, we vary the input word embeddings, but do not change character-level behavior. Table 2 gives precision, recall, and F-score results for the full test set. The second-order embeddings alone perform nearly as well as word2vec embeddings, achieving 1.5% absolute lower precision, and only 0.5% absolute lower recall. Interestingly, using multiple embedding samples to generate the graph increases precision to nearly 87% at the expense of recall (a drop of over 1% absolute compared to the single sample). Concatenating skip-gram and second-order embeddings gives overall performance similar to skip-gram alone, with slightly lower precision and identical recall (when using a single sample in graph induction) or decreased (with multiple samples or smaller neighborhoods). Increasing the neighborhood size to k = 25 appears to introduce additional noise in the neighborhood graph, and decreases performance by a point across the board.
The picture gets more interesting when the results are broken down by named entity type, shown in Table 3 . Most strikingly, nearest neighbor information is critical for recognizing MISC entities, leading to 8.4% absolute increase in precision when using multi-sample second order embeddings alone, and similar increases with concatenation. Recall on MISC falls slightly when incorporating second-order information, though the noisy k = 25 graph does increase recall by 0.2% absolute. The converse pattern emerges for PER entities, where precision falls by over a point when including any second-order information, but recall increases slightly with single-sample nearest neighbor information. ORG and LOC are less clear, with small variations in precision and recall.
Recognizing textual entailment
For textual entailment, we use the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) dataset [42] . The dataset consists of 570,152 sentence pairs (550,152 for training, 10k for development, and 10k for testing), each of which is annotated with the label entailment (sentence 1 entails sentence 2), contradiction (sentence 2 contradicts sentence 1), or neutral (sentence 1 does not inform sentence 2). The three labels are roughly equally distributed.
To evaluate our embeddings on this task, we use the Long Short-Term Memory Network model proposed by Cheng et al. [43] , which they evaluated on several machine reading tasks, including SNLI. We use the publicly-available implementation of their model, 4 and compare second-order embeddings with skip-gram embeddings as pre-initialization. We use their implementation's default settings of a batch size of 40, sentence embedding dimensionality of 450, dropout of 0.5, and learning rate of 0.001, and vary the dimensionality of the input word representations to match our embedding settings. We halt training after 3 iterations. Table 4 presents accuracy of the various models over the development and test sets. In contrast to the NER results, here we see an increase in overall performance when augmenting skip-gram embeddings with second-order information. The second-order embeddings alone give only slightly worse results than the skip-gram embeddings, with around a 1% drop in test accuracy. Interestingly, concatenating skip-gram with a single k = 10 second-order embedding decreases performance, but using multiple samples or different settings for k show equivalent or superior performance.
Paraphrase recognition
We also evaluate our embeddings on the task of paraphrase recognition: given two sentences, the task is to decide if sentence 2 is a paraphrase of sentence 1 or not. We use the well-studied Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (MSRPC) [44] , consisting of 5,801 sentence pairs (4,076 for training, 1,725 for test), each of which is labeled as "equivalent" (3,900 pairs, 67%) or "not equivalent."
We follow the methodology of Blacoe and Lapata [45] for this task. Specifically, we represent each sentence as the sum 5 of the embeddings of its in-vocabulary words; the feature vector for a sentence pair is then either the concatenation or difference of the two sentence embeddings. For classification, we use logistic regression as implemented in LIBLINEAR [46] , with a cost parameter of 0.001. Table 5 shows precision, recall, and F1 for each embedding set on the MSRPC test set, under the concatenation and subtraction sentence combination schema. With concatenated feature vectors, precision varies slightly from the first-order baseline in the various concatenated settings, but decreases by 1% absolute when using second-order embeddings alone. Interestingly, recall behaves inversely: it decreases significantly in the concatenated settings, but increases when using second-order embeddings alone. The impact of second-order information in the subtractive combination scheme is less clear; as with concatenation, precision drops with second-order embeddings alone, but recall is most strongly affected by using multiple samples in the graph induction step. Table 1 illustrated the variance in nearest neighborhoods between multiple contextual embedding samples. Since nearest neighborhoods remain important in second-order embeddings, we analyzed how these neighborhoods changed from first-order to second-order representations. Table 6 shows the 10 nearest neighbors for zucchini in second-order embedding spaces induced from the samples used in Table 1 , along with a space induced from combining all three samples. While the theme of cooking remains the same between the two, and both include a number of ingredients appropriate to combine with zucchini, the second-order samples put more broadly related words near to zucchini, as opposed to words with highly similar usage patterns.
Neighborhood analysis
Zucchini is a reasonably frequent word, occurring 245 times in our Gigaword subset. However, the nearest neighborhood graph induction step can be considered as a normalization of distances in the embedding space, in that outliers that had universally low similarity in the first-order space and words with extremely high similarity to their neighbors both end up connected to k neighbor words in the nearest neighbor graph, at an edge distance of 1. This raises the question: what happens to these outliers and dense points in the second-order space? To answer this question, for each word in the original embedding space, we calculated the average of its similarity to its 10 nearest neighbors. Table 7 shows the nearest neighbors in the first and second-order spaces of two words: cibber (frequency 4; the name of a vocal soloist mentioned in two articles on a musical performance), which had one of the lowest such average similarities, and 1976_ferrari 7 (frequency 10; discussed in the context of Formula 1 racing), which had the highest average similarity. Qualitatively, unrelated nearest neighbors in the first-order space lead to unrelated nearest neighbors in the second-order space, while highly related neighbors stay nearby.
In a quantitative analysis, however, the distance normalization has a much clearer effect. We took the 10 words in each of the first-order and second-order embedding spaces with maximal or minimal average similarity to its nearest neighbors, and compiled the similarities of each word to its 10 nearest neighbors (yielding 100 maximal similarity sample points, and 100 minimal samples). Figure 2 shows the distribution of these minimal and maximal similarities in each space. We see that the second-order space is strikingly denser than the first-order space: the lowest pairwise similarity of a word to one of its nearest neighbors in the second-order space is 0.75, in contrast to 0.24 in the first order space. Moreover, already dense areas of the first-order space become appreciably denser, with all 100 of the top pairwise similarities clustering around 0.999. 
Discussion
Second-order embeddings retain a surprisingly high degree of the discriminative signal encoded by first-order embeddings, as measured by their performance on our semantic tasks. The consistency of second-order embedding performance relative to first-order embeddings, typically only differing by 1 to 2 points absolute in both the deep and linear models, suggests that the nearest neighborhood topology of an embedding space contains the lion's share of the important information for these tasks, independent of the values of individual features. This holds true in spite of the greater density of second-order embeddings, and the different semantic correlations we observe between nearby points.
However, a couple of specific performance differences stand out when comparing non-concatenated first-order and second-order embeddings. On the NER task, the distinct increase in precision for MISC entities (which are highly heterogeneous in their textual realizations), and a large drop in precision for the much more consistent PER category, suggest that the second-order embeddings handle variance in textual patterns more effectively, but with a corresponding loss of specificity. This is reflected as well in the paraphrase recognition results, where second-order representations trade lower precision for higher recall.
Furthermore, concatenating the different embeddings poses an interesting challenge for use in downstream tasks. The large drop in performance when using concatenated vectors in the linear model for paraphrase recognition indicates that not only do the second-order embeddings contain different information from the first-order vectors, but that aligning the two sets of signals with a linear transformation is a challenge. The highly non-linear models for NER and textual entailment, on the other hand, can adjust to the combined space, and in the latter case even benefit from the dual signals.
Conclusion
We introduced second-order word embeddings, derived from the nearest neighborhood topology of context-based word representations. We analyzed the effects of using these embeddings in existing models for named entity recognition, recognizing textual entailment, and paraphrase recognition, both as the second-order information alone and concatenated with the first-order contextual embeddings. Our analysis demonstrated that second-order embeddings yield similar performance to their first-order counterparts, often trading some specificity (reflected in decreased precision values) for improved handling of heterogeneous data (reflected in increased recall). Furthermore, we illustrated that the second-order embedding space is much denser than its first-order version, and we found that high second-order similarity is more indicative of broad relatedness than contextual similarity.
Our findings suggest that second-order embeddings are an intriguing area for further research. In particular, the higher recall we observe on all three tasks indicates that second-order embeddings contain valuable information for reliably dealing with heterogeneous data. It is clear that non-linear transformations help in combining this information with the direct contextual signals from first-order embeddings, but how best to find that combination remains an open question. Additionally, the ability to derive a single second-order representation from multiple samples, and the often superior performance achieved by doing so, suggests that this method could be used to reduce some of the variance we observe between different contextual embedding samples trained on the same data.
